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1 Description
1.1 What is a Service Description?
The Umbrellar Service Description defines the services offered and specific conditions
for each of these Services. This document forms part of our General Terms and
Conditions. The overall terms comprise:
a) Sales Proposal including a Schedule of Services purchased
b) Umbrellar Service Descriptions detailing the conditions of Services purchased
c) General Terms and Conditions

1.2 Service Descriptions
The below service descriptions define the elements delivered as part of the contracted
products. This will include the inclusions, exclusions, service levels, product options and
associated support model.
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2 Document Information
2.1 Document History
This document has been through these revisions:
Date

Status

Version

Edited by

Description for Changes

12/09/2018

Approved

1.0

ILK

Initial Version

19/11/2018

Updated

1.1

ILK

New Branding

27/11/2018

Updated

1.2

ILK/DG

Enhancements to Section 4.2

04/12/2018

Updated

1.3

ILK

Removed “The Parties” section,
minor updates to section 3.5 and
3.11

07/02/2019

Updated

1.4

ILK

Removed Dual-Site service
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3 Managed Compute
3.1 What is the Managed Compute product line?
The Managed Compute product line consists of the following elements and services:


Managed Compute (vCPU, RAM, Storage and Backup)



Managed Network Services (Firewalling, Network Appliances and Internet
Services)

3.2 What is Managed Compute?
Umbrellar offer a managed, enterprise class compute infrastructure (vCPU, RAM,
Storage and networking) service to ensure your business has all the support and flexibility
it needs in realising the operational and financial benefits from utilising a Managed
Service Provider (MSP).
Server instances are delivered to you fully pre-built with a range of Network, Operating
Systems applied, critical patches applied (vendor updated at the time of deployment), and
backup regime in place (if purchased) to ensure your business-critical applications are
online when your business is.
Built on a N+1 architecture (and optional N+N), and with enterprise computer hardware,
we provide a secure framework to provide you with the necessary reliability and protection
for your business-critical applications.
Umbrellar Managed Compute provides you with a flexible delivery model for server
provision, allowing your IT estate to flex with your changing business needs, whilst
providing options for data backup/continuity. Operating System Management (both
patching and monitoring) are available via our Managed Compute Care product line.
The Service provides a virtual computing environment on which the Customer can run
Customer Applications or Umbrellar Supported Applications, store and access Customer
Information and Third-Party Information.
A virtual computing environment is derived from a set of variable Compute Resources
(vCPU, RAM and Storage) on which a we deploy a prebuilt operating system. A list of
deployable Operating Systems is made available within this document.
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The Service does not include the migration, installation or management of
Customer/Custom Applications.

3.3 Compute Resources
Compute resources are defined as the underlying virtualised compute hardware that is
allocated to a server instance. Server instances are constructed from vCPU (virtualised
computer processing unit), RAM (Random Access Memory) and allocated storage
(virtualised disk partitions allocated to the server instance).

Available Resources

Min

Max

vCPU

1 core

16 cores

RAM

1 GB

128 GB

Storage/Disk

10 GB

2 TB per disk

As part of the Service, Umbrellar will:
a) Provide the Operating System(s) in accordance with the Licensors’ terms and
conditions.
b) Any Operating System licensing costs are bundled into the Managed Compute
SKU.
c) Provide the customer with the root/admin access credentials for the operating
system. It is advised that the password is changed upon handover.
Unless the server/operating system is under Umbrellar management (as part of Managed
Operating System service), it is deemed the customers responsibility to upgrade and
patch the underlying operating system post initial deployment by Umbrellar.
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3.4 Backup Services
Retention Period

Copies/Avail Design

Default

No Backup

0

7 day (local)

Daily Snapshot Backup stored on
1 x locally
separate storage hardware within
99% availability design
the same host facility

28 day (local)

Daily Snapshot Backup stored on
1 x locally
separate storage hardware within
95% availability design
the same host facility

7 day (local +
remote)

Daily Snapshot Backup stored on
separate storage hardware within 2 (1 locally and 1 remote)
the same host facility + 7 daily 99.9% availability design
restore points in alternate facility

28 day (local +
remote)

Daily Snapshot Backup stored on
separate storage hardware within 2 (1 locally and 1 remote)
the same host facility + 7 daily 99.9% availability design
restore points in alternate facility

Where purchased as part of the Proposal, Umbrellar will provide a standard backup
service of the Customer virtual machine instance(s). As part of this process, Umbrellar
will:
a) Provide the backup service at the primary data centre on a continuous rotation of
7 or 28 days consecutively (the “Retention Period”), depending on service
purchased.
b) Initiate backups outside Business Hours, unless otherwise specified; and
c) Store 1 copy of your backup data per selected facility.
The customer may:
a) Change the backup retention by submitting a change request. No charges apply
to the change request to change backup retention.
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b) Request to restore data (file level or full server instance) by submitting a service
request. Charges apply to service requests for data restoration as per Umbrellar’s
published rates.
The customer acknowledges that Umbrellar shall not be held responsible or liable for the
validity or quality of such data contained within the backup.
Umbrellar will start any recovery of the backup in accordance with the relevant SLA
defined in this document.

3.5 Resiliency, Infrastructure and Monitoring
Umbrellar will proactively monitor the underlying infrastructure of the service on a 24 hr x
7 day per week basis as set out below. The following will be monitored:
a) The data centre facility, power, cooling and security.
b) Network services such as internet connectivity.
All server and application level monitoring and reporting are outside of the above and will
form part of a Managed Operating System service defined under Managed Compute
Care.
Features

AKL

CHC

Hypervisor

VMware vSphere

VMware vSphere

Monitoring

24/7

24/7

Site Compute Cluster

(N+1)

(N+1)

Site Storage

Enterprise Hybrid
Enterprise Flash

Enterprise Hybrid
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Services
Available Data Centre Zones

Auckland, Christchurch

Scale Up/Down

Business Hours by request

Security and Compliance
Data Sovereignty Guaranteed

YES

Data Ownership Guaranteed

YES

3.6 Deployable Operating Systems
The Proposal will define the operating system that is to be deployed on the compute
resources as part of the Service. These operating systems will:
a) Be either a Stock Operating System provided by Umbrellar, or Non-standard
Operating System provided by the customer.
b) Stock Operating Systems will be handed over with all published security updates
applied by the operating system vendor.
c) Ongoing operating system updates and security patching, including operating
system upgrade will be the responsibility of the Customer unless Operating
System Management services are purchased against the server instance.
d) Operating Systems that are EOL (end of life) from the vendor will void all
commercial SLAs specific to that operating system.
e) Upon handover of the server instance to the customer, the customer will be
responsible for the operating system, the monitoring of the OS and any installed
software components on this instance unless additional management options
have been purchased.

3.6.1

Stock Operating Systems

Umbrellar will deploy the most recently available version (within 3 months of being publicly
available) of any of the Stock Operating System families listed below. Please refer to the
published stock operating systems list for the support and deployment status of individual
OS versions.


Microsoft Windows Server
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Linux CentOS



Linux Debian



Linux Ubuntu



Cloud Linux



Red Hat Enterprise

3.6.2

Non-Standard Operating Systems Images

Non-Standard Operating systems refers to all operating systems or virtual appliances that
are not referenced as supported or deployable in the above.
Non-standard operating system images are to be ratified as part of a Professional
Services engagement.

3.7 Third Party Licenses
Third party licenses are available for purchase with your managed compute.

3.8 Accessing Managed Compute
Umbrellar will provide administrator access to the server instances as agreed as part of
the Proposal.
Providing such access requires Umbrellar to have the right to following service conditions
to protect the overall integrity of the Managed Compute service:
a) Umbrellar reserves the right to suspend access to the Service if at any time
Umbrellar has reason to believe that there is, or is likely to be, a breach of security
or misuse of the Service. If this event does occur, Umbrellar will notify you as
soon as possible after it has done so.
b) Umbrellar reserves the right to require you to change any or all of the passwords
associated with the server instance and used by you in connection with the
Service.
c) If a password or User ID allocated by Umbrellar is lost or needs changing, the
person contacting Umbrellar for this request must satisfy such that they are a
legitimate representative of the customer.
d) A secure password for the server instance will be set during provisioning. It is
advised that SSH keys are used over passwords for access where possible.
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3.9 Build & Security Standard
Umbrellar, where deploying an Operating System from the Stock Operating System list,
will apply a best practice build and security framework influenced by CIS, as well as best
practices taken from the Microsoft and Open source community.
Umbrellar will make these standards available upon request and under a non-disclosure
agreement.
Non-standard Operating Systems that are not on the Stock Operating Systems list will be
deployed upon request from the customer and at Umbrellar’s discretion.

3.10 Maintenance
This is in addition to Schedule A (“General Service Level Agreement”) of Umbrellar’s
Terms and Conditions.
Umbrellar will undertake Planned Maintenance that may require an interruption to the
Service during specified periods. Umbrellar shall undertake maintenance:
(a) to the Umbrellar Infrastructure during the Infrastructure Maintenance Period;
(b) Infrastructure Maintenance Period is between the hours of 22:00 and 08:00 on
all days.
(c) to customer’s server instance during a negotiated or published Change Window;
(d) Standard Change Window is between the hours of 22:00 and 08:00 on all days.

3.11 Availability
Schedule A (“General Service Level Agreement”) of the Terms and Conditions includes
SLA terms for the following areas of service. This part refers to specific responsibilities
relevant to Managed Compute.
Umbrellar warrants at least 99.9% availability of these services. Availability is defined as
the ability to retrieve a successful response from probes on core hardware node services
responsible for managing the service environment. Availability is calculated on a calendar
month basis. Umbrellar will not monitor availability of individual service instances but only
monitors the service availability as a whole.
Denial of service attacks or other types of attacks targeting sites hosted on the servers
supplied to the Customer by Umbrellar and contributing to downtime will not be included
in Server Availability calculations.
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3.11.1 Virtual Server Availability
Umbrellar warrants at least 99.9% on an instance virtual server availability on a calendar
month basis. A virtual server is considered available when it is:


Powered on;



Able to access data stores associated with the virtual Server;



Connected to the virtual switch and able to pass packets between the virtual
switch and the virtual Server.

Virtual server availability does not include downtime caused by any software running on
the virtual server instance, including such software as operating system software,
application software or any other software that runs on the operating system. These are
the customer’s responsibility.
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4 Managed Network Services
4.1 What are Managed Network Services?
A Managed Network is a networking appliance or scenario that Umbrellar provides to the
customer in order to provide higher levels of flexibility, functionality or security to the
customer networking solution or overall networking design.

4.2 IP Addressing and Networking
Customer Managed Compute server instance(s) can be deployed into 1 of the following
network options:
a) Shared Network - Server deployed on an Umbrellar shared VLAN (network
segment) with L2 adjacency to other customer servers. This VLAN has access to
the internet with a /32 IP address allocated to the server instance. Additional IP
address can be allocated as part of the proposal. Deployment in this scenario is
directly on the internet so local firewall is highly advised.
b) Dedicated Network – Server deployed on a dedicated VLAN (network segment).
Deployment in this scenario is directly on the internet so local firewall is highly
advised.
c) Managed Firewall - Shared Routing Instance – Server deployed into a firewall
protected VLAN (network segment) which is on shared physical hardware. Traffic
entering or exiting the customer network can be managed by Umbrellar using
customer defined Security Policies. NAT and public IP space is supported with
this option.
d) Managed Firewall - Dedicated Routing Instance – Server deployed behind a
customer specific virtual routing instance which is on shared physical hardware
with support for one or more firewall protected VLANS (network segments).
Network traffic is physically separated from other customers and all traffic
between VLANS, or to/from external sources is managed by Umbrellar using
customer defined Security Policies. VLANS can use either public or private IP
address space. This option also supports the creation of IPSEC site-to-site VPN
connections (separate service).

4.2.1

Managed Firewall Details

This provides further detail for section 4.2 c and d.
a) It is a managed firewall service and any firmware/software updates will be
performed by Umbrellar.
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b) Security Zones – Your service(s) sit within at least one Security zone(s). This is
typically described as an N-tier architecture where N is a minimum of 2 (inside
and outside). A security zone will contain 1 or more VLANs.
c) Umbrellar will carry out the initial configuration of the managed firewall and
routing instance based on the requirements as specified by the Customer. It is
the Customer's responsibility to inform Umbrellar if the Customer's requirements
change and to request the necessary updates to the configuration via the service
request procedure.
d) One firewall rule change against an existing security zone(s) is included per
month. Further changes will be carried out as at Umbrellar's specified or
published fees and charges.
e) Creation of additional security zones and/or VLANs (and associated firewall
rulesets) will be carried out as at Umbrellar's specified or published fees and
charges.

4.2.2

Customer Specific Virtual Firewall Appliance

Umbrellar also provide virtual firewall appliances which run as a virtual machine on the
managed compute platform, but which provide firewall (and associated) functionality.
a) This is a manged appliance/service.
b) The firewall appliance is required to be deployed into one of the Umbrellar
network offerings (4.2 b).
c) A firewall virtual appliance is dedicated to the Customer. The functionality of the
appliance/instance will change from time to time as specified by the supplier;
d) The appliance can be configured with custom rules and custom network
segments to partition network zones for your application. Additionally, this option
gives additional levels of functionality such as load balancing, web server
protection (reverse proxy), IPsec site-to-site VPN connections, SSL VPN user
remote access, and email protection.
e) Umbrellar will carry out the initial configuration of the firewall/routing instance
based on the requirements as specified by the Customer. It is the Customer's
responsibility to inform Umbrellar if the Customer's requirements change and to
request the necessary updates to the configuration via the service request
procedure.
f) One rule change is included per month. Further changes will be carried out as at
Umbrellar's specified or published fees and charges.
g) Umbrellar may also, at the customer request provide limited, delegated access
to the customer, allowing the customer to view and/or configure certain aspects
of the appliance directly.
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4.2.3

Internet Bandwidth & Connectivity

Umbrellar provides access to contended internet services. This service is measured and
billed as follows:
Connectivity Service

Unit / Measure

Inclusive Ingress/Egress per account

1TB inclusive

Minimum network connection speed

1 Gb/s

Overages 

Charged per GB

Umbrellar will provide connectivity to the Server Operating System as specified in the
Proposal.
Customers shall not receive any refunds in connection with any failure or deficiency of
virtual machine availability caused by or associated with incidents that are not deemed to
be under the control of Umbrellar, as well as the following:
a) Scheduled maintenance and emergency maintenance and upgrades;
b) Customers acts or omissions (or acts or omissions of others engaged or
authorised by the Customer), including without limitation, custom scripting or
coding (e.g., PHP, Perl, HTML, ASP, etc), any negligence, wilful misconduct, or
use of the Services in breach of Umbrellar terms and conditions.
c) DNS (Domain Name Server) Propagation;
d) Outages elsewhere on the Internet that hinder access to the Customer's account.
Umbrellar is not responsible for browser or DNS caching that may make your
server appear inaccessible when others can still access it.

4.3 Availability
Umbrellar guarantees at least 99.99% Network Availability. Network Availability is defined
as the ability to pass incoming and outgoing TCP/IP traffic through the network and is
calculated over a 3-month period. If the Network Availability loss is caused by any
factor(s) beyond Umbrellar’s control this will not be factored into the availability
calculation, including such factors as problems on domestic and international backbones
or on the customer's portion of the network, and denial of service or similar attacks
directed at the Company servers or the Company’s network.
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4.4 Maintenance
Umbrellar will undertake Planned Maintenance that may require an interruption to the
Service during specified periods. Umbrellar shall undertake maintenance:
(a) to the Umbrellar Infrastructure during the Infrastructure Maintenance Period;
(e) Infrastructure Maintenance Period is between the hours of 22:00 and 08:00 on
all days.
The Customer must promptly notify Umbrellar of any issues that may arise during Planned
Maintenance.
Umbrellar will use its reasonable endeavours to resolve any issues with the Service
resulting from Planned Maintenance in accordance Incident Resolution.
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